
 
 

 

 

Dear Fellow Jains, 

 

Vandan and Jai Jinendra. We wanted to bring your attention to this book of Jain stavans, stuti and prayers, 

including Hindi, Gujarati and Sanskrit songs transliterated in English with summary of the song, so all children 

and adults who are not acquainted to Indian languages can also join in reciting Jain prayers.

 

Here are some highlights of the book: 

1.     Common 150 songs that you will recognize in an almost 300 page book.

2.     English transliteration side by side with Indian version in Hindi, Gujarati

3.     Hard bound, with plastic cover to protect book.

4.     Short summary with transliteration so one can understand the meaning.

5.     Some famous songs from Indian culture also included.

6.     Includes Aarti and and Mangal Divo and som

7.     Good book to use in Pathshala and for Paryushan Prabahavna.

8.     Can be used at gatherings like Prathnashabha as well as different programs.

9.     Can be a great gift for the younger generation: youth going to college and school.

10.  All the book costs are paid by our family and 100 % of all proceeds go to Charity to uplift women and 

education cause. 

 

We would appreciate it if you could present this book in your Jain center. Please visit our

website (www.vandana.org) for online ordering and quantity disc

friends and family to help with the cause of the book.

email team@vandana.org. 

 

Sincerely, 

Vandana Team 
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English transliteration side by side with Indian version in Hindi, Gujarati and Sanskrit. 

Hard bound, with plastic cover to protect book. 

Short summary with transliteration so one can understand the meaning. 

Some famous songs from Indian culture also included. 
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